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Abstract 

To meet the needs of users who want to be reminded of to-do items by destination 
efficiently, we use database SQlite+Android+GPS to remind users of to-do items and 
shopping mall coupons by location to strengthen users' control of time. 
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1. Introduction 

In today's society, people's demand for fast and convenient life turns out to be higher and higher, 
with the number of trips gradually and frequently, more and more things to be done in different 
areas, sometimes to a certain area, finished one thing but forgot another thing often happens, 
now the various APPs in cell phones are mainly based on time time reminder alarm clock, and 
there are some things that can not be controlled by time, so the alarm clock based on time 
reminder can not meet this requirement, resulting in some things to forget to deal with, some 
areas of the coupons forget to use, etc. repeatedly, based on the space location reminder memo 
can meet. 

2.  Overall design of Android Baidu map-based memo reminder 

2.1. Memo module 

According to the modernization needs, memo content including topics, details, pictures, videos, 
addresses and other information, the establishment of a personal version of SQLite to save the 
current information, easy for individual users to maintain local information, while the user can 
add, modify, delete the current added memo within [1]. 

2.2. Address selection module 

Android by calling the interface of the Baidu map open square platform to achieve the address 
positioning, search, map display and other functions, address selection module to get the 
current address information or search address information click on the map can be selected, 
the user selects the address, click OK to the current address longitude, dimension, and 
according to the Geocoder class provided by the Android SDK for inverse geocoding to obtain 
the location information saved to the database [2]. 

2.3. Memo reminder module 

Through LocationManager to obtain the current latitude and longitude information through 
network positioning, listen to the information already deposited in the database, that is, use the 
Android GPS proximity warning method to compare, fix the current point, use the broadcast 
method to obtain the judgment result of the proximity warning, and use the timer 
AlarmManager on the receiving side of the broadcast to first obtain the current time, and set 
the alarm clock after 1s to pop up the window and put a reminder sound to remind the user of 
the address information that has been deposited and the corresponding content [3]. 
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3. Technical Analysis 

3.1. Memo module 

According to the Android implementation page layout, the detailed content of a single memo is 
displayed and input using ListView list layout, pictures and videos call the system's camera, 
create File objects to store photos and videos, call getExternalFilesDir to save the pictures or 
videos to the SD card, click on the pictures or videos in the single memo content to Jump to the 
playback page for display, and save multimedia information to the database, in the database, 
there are two ways to access pictures or general, one is to store the address in the SD card of 
pictures or videos, and the other is to store them in binary, considering that a large number of 
pictures and videos will cause the database size to multiply and cause the database access and 
storage to become slower and prevent errors when converting binary to pictures or videos, the 
app uses the binary object to store pictures or videos. According to the address selection 
module, get the latitude and longitude of the selected address, get the location information 
according to the inverse geocoding and display it in the editing page of the current memo, click 
save to store all the current information in the database, and add the latitude and longitude of 
this memo to the listener, listen to the current address and the address already stored in the 
database. 

3.2. Address selection module 

Based on the integrated Baidu Map Android SDK, there are four methods to get the address, one 
is to get the address information of the current user, the second is to get the surrounding 
geographic location information based on the acquired latitude and longitude information, the 
third is to get the location information based on the search address keyword, the fourth is to 
get the location information based on the map icon selection, the first method directly when 
running the program that is to get the current address information and The first method is to 
get the current address information directly when running the program and call the ShowMap 
method of the editor to display it in the map; the second method is to get the nearby geographic 
location information through the onGetPoiResult method in the anonymous class 
OnGetPoiSearchResultListener of the PoiSearch listener constructor and display the obtained 
information in the form of a list. The third method uses the setOnEditorActionListener method 
to listen to the search box according to the address entered in the search box, and then calls the 
searchInCity method of the PoiSearch method after editing is completed. searchInCity method 
to search for addresses and display the searched address information on the page. The fourth 
method is to listen to the map click by onMapClick method, when a location of the map is clicked, 
the selected location information is obtained according to the forward and reverse parsing 
functions [4]. 

3.3. Memo reminder module 

According to the comparison of geographic location, the proximity alert method is used to 
remind the added memo, set the range of proximity alert to 1KM, use the addProximityAlert 
method of LocationManager to add the proximity alert, compare the address of each memo with 
the address of the current user, if the address of a memo is within the address of If the address 
of a memo is within 1KM of the address, it will be alerted, and if it needs to be alerted next time, 
it can set how long it will be alerted after or never alerted. If an address is within the current 
range, the AlarmManager method is called to set the alarm to pop up after 1s to remind [5]. 

4. Principle of implementation 

According to the principle of proximity warning, for example, the following map, with the 
address recorded in our memo rate as the center, draw a circle with 1KM as the radius, and 
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choose 1KM here for testing, when the user steps into the range of this circle, this APP will pop 
up the content recorded by the user.  

5. Module Testing  

According to the basic needs of the user, first add the corresponding memo information, memo 
rate content one: address: Shandong University of Science and Technology Jinan Campus; 
content: passing by that is to see the campus, reminiscent of the university career. Memo rate 
content two: Address: Henglong Plaza, Lixia District, Shandong Province Content: ****** on 
behalf of the office. Add the above information to the APP, now the APP has the above 
information, when walking into the Jinan campus of Shandong University of Science and 
Technology near the following picture will pop up: you have entered the "Jinan campus of 
Shandong University of Science and Technology" near the campus, passing that is to take a look 
at the campus, reminisce about the university career. 

 
Figure 1. Memo test infographic 

6. Advantages and disadvantages 

This APP realizes the spatial location based to remind the user of the recorded content, and will 
remind the user when the user's location is within the range of the recorded memo address, 
which can meet the disadvantage of being uncertain in time and has certain practicality. It still 
has some disadvantages, for example, when the address recorded by the user is the address 
where he/she is always, then he/she will be reminded just after recording, even if the next 
reminder time is set, there will be some untimeliness, for example, the time set is too long, 
which causes the user to forget, this APP can also be combined with the time with some 
improvement, and can be improved to set the reminder range by the user himself/herself, 
which can be more realistic, when recording When recording some events in far away areas, 
you can set a larger reminder range, and some closer events, set a smaller reminder range. 
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7. Conclusion 

The space-based memo rate reminder optimizes the memo rate based on the time reminder to 
a certain extent, and can meet the user's demand for recording due to the address, and the 
tested memo rate reminder can meet the demand and has a certain usability. 
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